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Compton-profile measurements have been performed on 02, N&, and Ne using silver and molyb-
denum radiation. An approach is outlined to correct for the breakdown of the impulse approxi-
mation for the 1s core electrons. A detailed relationship involving experimental corrections is
specified by which one can relate the experimentally measured intensity to the Compton profile.
Good agreement is found between the silver and molybdenum results on the long-wavelength side
of the Compton profile. Comparison of the Ne experimental results both with Hartree-Fock cal-
culations and calculations which include non-Hartree-Fock correlation effects show that within
the experimental error agreement is obtained with the latter calculation. The experimental re-
sults for N& and 0& are compared with theoretical calculations.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a resurgence in
theoretical and experimental studies of Compton
x-ray scattering. A large majority of experi-
mental work was performed using molybdenum
radiation on rather complicated solid-state or mo1.ec-
ular systems. In addition, very few experimental
details were given in the various works as to how
the data were analyzed and in most cases only
graphic data were provided. The study of He and
H& demonstrated the ability of the Compton scat-
tering technique to measure the Compton profile
(CP) with a high degree of accuracy for those sim-
ple systems. Theoretical work' on the problems
of studying electronic systems in which the elec-
trons are strongly bound indicated that corrections
were required to the simple impulse approximation
(IA) in order to obtain accurate information about
the CP. These corrections were shown to be more
serious the smaller the recoil energy transferred
to electrons in the Compton process, and conse-
quently depend upon the energy and scattering an-
gle used in the experimental investigations. The
experimental corrections, absorption, dispersion,
and detection efficiency are also more serious in
the systems with tightly bound electrons because
the CP is spread over a much larger-wavelength
region. In the simpler systems such as He and H&,

the experimental corrections could be ignored be-
cause of the extreme narrowness of their CP.
However, for the systems of interest in this study,
the corrections are no longer negligible and must
be taken into account. These corrections also de-
pend upon the radiation used to measure the CP.

The experimental results for Ne, N2, and O~ and
their comparison with theoretical calculations have
been previously published. In this work, we will
concentrate on the experimental details and give
an extended discussion of the results, All systems

were studied with both silver and molybdenum ra-
diation. Corrections to the IA for 1s core electrons
in those systems will be applied. The quantitative
comparison between the silver and molybdenum re-
sults show that the procedure for reducing the data
which is outlined in this paper produces consistent
experimental results.

In Sec. II of this paper we briefly review the
theory of Compton x-ray scattering and outline the
approach used to make the corrections to the IA.
In Sec. III the experiment is discussed and the pro-
cedure used to analyze the data is presented. In
Sec. IV the experimental results are given and are
compared with theoretical calculations.

II. BASIC THEORY

As previously described ' the free-electron the-
ory of Compton scattering when applied to weakly
bound electrons is called the IA. From those
works the cross section in the IA is given by

n podpo

Xg (g

where (do/dQ)» is the Thompson cross section,
~& and ~2are the initial and finalenergies of the pho-
ton (h = 1), &u = &u, —~z, and k = k, —k2 is the momentum
transfer to the system where k& and ka are the ini-
tial and final photon momenta. The quantity n(po)
is the probability of the electrons having momen-
tum po. For isotropic systems or spherically aver-
aged systems Eq. (1) can be rewritten to take the
form

d dQ dQ „ lkl

where the CP, J(q), is given by
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Z(q) = 2 f (p, )p, dp, (3)

and where q is the projection of the electron's mo-
mentum on the scattering vector K:

q=k po/1k' . (4)

The usual experimental approach is to study the
variation of the intensity of scattering as a function
of the energy of the scattered photon at a fixed an-
gle of scattering with the characteristic radiation
from an x-ray tube used as the input beam. By

use of Eqs. (1) and (2) the compton profile J(q) is
found from the scattered intensity with the energy
5 function in Eq. (1) providing the relationship be-
tween cg and q.

In this work the above described approach will
be used to evaluate the CP for all the electrons
except the ls core electrons. For those electrons
significant deviations from the IA are expected.

It has been shown that for a 1s hydrogenic elec-
tron in which the binding of the electron is explicit-
ly considered the cross section for Compton scat-
tering is given by

der do co~ 8 a, 2,/pa, ] —2 t 2Pg~1- e- ' 'j exp tan
dQdm dQ T„(dz P Pa 1+0 a -P a )

x[k a + —'k a ((ak a ))[(k a + ( —k a ) +4k a ) ll(ap —a; —a)I, (5)

where 1/a =Zme /8, Z is the nuclear charge, and
where P'/2m is the recoil energy of the electron
and at each ~ the appropriate value of p is deter-
mined from the energy conservation condition

p'/2m = —(Zs) + (u,

where E~ is the binding energy of the 1s electron.
In this work the orbital energy determined by Cle-
menti' for the 1s electrons in his Hartree-Fock cal-
culations is used for E~ and by use of the simple
relationship for energy of a 1+ hydrogenic electron
an effective Z, Z, « is calculated. The value of
Z, f f found is used to calculate the value of a in Eq.
(5). Equation (5) is then used to evaluate the contribu-
tion to Compton scattering by the 1s core electrons.
By comparing Eq. (1) and (5) at each wavelength
or value of q the magnitude of the corrections to IA
are determined.

In the experiments reported here the angle be-
tween the incident and scattered photon was fixed at
170' but the magnitude of k was roughly a factor
of 1.5 larger for the silver experiments than the
molybdenum experiments because of the higher
energy of the silver characteristic radiation (22.163
keV compared to 17.374 keV). In Table I are
listed the ratios of the results calculated on the ba-
sis of Eq. (5) to that calculated by the IA for values
q =0 to q =10, the long-wavelength side of the Comp-
ton profile, under the experimental conditions just
described for both silver and molybdenum studies
of N» 0» and Ne.

The correction procedure described above is
only exact for the case of a hydrogenic atom. For
a many-electron atom a correct treatment would
allow for the readjustment of charge at the atomic
site following the removal of the recoiling electron.
The solution of that problem is quite difficult and

t

no simple analytical result exists. However, ex-
cept near the threshold when the recoil energy is
equal to the binding energy of the electron, one
would not expect the many electron features to
play a major role.

III. EXPERIMENT

TABLE I. Patio of the Compton profile as determined
by Eq. (5) to that determined by the IA, Kq. (2), for the
ls electrons in N~, 0&, and Ne when silver and molyb-
denum radiation are used at a scattering angle of 170'.

q Ag
Np

Mo Ag

Op

Mo Ag Mo

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

0. 965
0. 937
0. 926
0. 933
0. 957
0. 996
1.046
1.107
1.176
l. 254
1, 338

0. S43
0, 913
0. 902
0, 913
0. 943
0. 990
1, 051
1.124
1.207
1.299
1,400

0. 953
0. 926
0. 914
0, 917
0. 934
0. 965
1.007
1.059
l. 119
1.187
1.261

0, 925
0. 897
0. 886
0. 893
0. 916
0. 954
1.005
l. 067
l. 139
1.220
l. 309

0. 925
0. 902
0. 889
0.888
0. 898
0. 918
0. 948
0.986
l. 032
1.085
l. 144

0. 880
0. 860
0. 852
0. 855
0. 871
0, 8S7
0. 934
0. 981
1.036
1.099
l. 170

The experimental configuration is shown in Fig.
1. It is the same as shown previously' except that
the pressure cell is included. The experimental
apparatus and procedure for data taking was identi-
cal to that described previously except for the addi-
tion of a KP filter on the input x-ray beam when sil-
ver radiation was used. The filter was required
in those experiments because the tightly bound elec-
trons in N» 0» and Ne systems Compton scatter
over such a broad energy range that the scattering
caused by the KP characteristic lines overlaps that
caused by the Kn characteristic lines.
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FIG, 3. Curve-fit data for N2 using silver radiation
vrith the background and characteristic lines subtracted.
Again the intensity in counts is plotted as a function of
the scattering angle 2&~ of the LiF analyzing crystal.

about the sloping background. The output from the
NaI scintillator was fed into a multichannel analyzer
where the contributions from the three reflecting
orders of LiF I(200), (400) and (600)] were clearly
discernible. In the experiments, the LiF crystal
was set for (400} scattering of the radiation which
is responsible for the Compton peak; however,
(200) scattering of —, the energy and (600) scattering
of —,

' the energy was also present. It was found that
in all cases the (600} scattering of —,

' the energy was
the dominant component of the background on the
high-wavelength side of the spectrum and moreover
to a high degree of accuracy its intensity decreased
linearly as one moved towards larger angles. This
linear decrease over the range of LiF angles of in-
terest in the Compton studies held for the total back-
ground in the gases and for both silver and molyb-
denum experiments. The rate of the linear decrease
did, however, vary from one experiment to another.
The above only remained true as long as one adjusted
the window on the single channel pulse height analyz-
er used in taking the data to include all three or-
ders of LiF scattering for all angles studied. This
procedure was followed in the experiments reported
in this work. Because of the long tails associated
with the tightly bound 1s electrons it is very
difficult to accurately choose the base line. The
final procedure used will be described shortly. At
this stage of the data analysis a best guess is made
for the base line. For the silver experiment on N&,

N2 (Ag), the line chosen is shown in Fig. 2.
%ith the linear background removed the data is

curve fit in various sections to functions of the form

2+88 +C8'+D8
1+E8'+F8'+ G8'+H8'

For Na (Ag), the curve-fit data are shown in Fig.
3. Note that the Kn, and Kna photon peaks have
been removed for ease in further data processing.
A standard Fourier-transform technique' is then
used to both remove the Kn, contribution to the
scattering peak and to correct for the effects of
finite resolution. Both of these effects have been
previously discussed elsewhere. ' For these broader
CP the resolution effects are smaller then they
were in He and H~.

Having labeled the resulting curve I (X), where
the relationship between wavelength & and the LiF
scattering angle is provided by Bragg's law, it
remains to relate I„(X) to J(q). To do this several
experimental factors must be considered. Of
prime importance is a true understanding of the na-
ture of operation of the LiF analyzing crystal. The
LiF crystal takes the broad spectral width but rela-
tively highly colliminated Compton scattered beam
and by Bragg reflection analyzes the beam's spec-
tral composj. tj.on. It can be shown '~ that under
conditions of broad spectral width and high angular
collimination a Bragg scattering process in the ab-
sence of extinction reflects an input beam I(X) ac-
cording to

I (~)= I(X)ron lF I & (1+cos~28~)
BuL, F sin 8~

(6)

where I,„ is the input intensity and 0,„, is output
solid angle which is determined by slit 1. Com-

where I(X) is the input power per unit wavelength
at wavelength (X) and so =e /mc is the classical
electron radius, n is the number of scatters per
unit volume, IF l is the appropriate structure
factor for (400) LiF, uL, r is the linear absorption
constant, 8~ is defined by the Bragg relationship,
X =2d sin8~ with d the spacing of the (400) planes
in LiF. In deriving Eq. (6), it was assumed that
when the LiF crystal was set at a position to re-
flect Xo that I(X) varied slowly in the region of Xo

compared to variation of the efficiency of reflec-
tion in the region of Xo. The above is equivalent
to the statement that the effects of finite resolution
are small. Besides the LiF crystal efficiency, the
absorption of the scattered beam by the gas must
be accounted for. It causes a reduction in the in-
tensity of the scattered beam according to exp(- u, f)
when u, is the wavelength-dependent linear absorp-
tion constant of the gas at the pressure it was
studied and f is the path length and beam must trav-
el to get out of the cell. Absorption effects of the
, -in. -thick Be windows are accounted for in a simi-
lar way.

The relationship of I(X) in Eq. (8) to the cross-
section formula in Eq. (2) is given by

dv dv" dXdQ '"' " d&udQ d&
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TABLE II. Experimental values for the Compton pro-
file J(q) for N~, 02, and Ne with the lg core contribution
subtracted out. For N2 and O~ the Compton profile is
normalized to 5 and 6 electrons, respectively. Also
included are results for helium gas.

N2 02 Ne Eke

q Ag Mo Ag Mo Ag Mo Ag

0 2. 419 2. 387 2. 435 2. 429 2, 565 2. 598
0. 1 2. 392 2. 364 2. 423 2. 416 2. 556 2. 592
0, 2 2, 319 2. 303 2. 382 2. 375 2, 536 2. 577
0. 3 2. 207 2. 198 2. 311 2. 302 2. 505 2. 533
0.4 2. 061 2. 055 2. 213 2. 195 2. 438 2. 465
0. 5 1, 887 l. 887 2. 088 2. 064 2, 350 2. 369
0. 6 l. 699 l. 706 1.941 l. 914 2. 243 2. 255
0. 7 1, 504 1.517 1.777 l. 751 2. 122 2, 126
0. 8 l. 317 1.339 1.602 1.584 1.988 1.984
0, 9 l. 141 l. 172 l. 426 1.420 1.842 1.836
1.0 0. 981 1.011 1.252 1.264 1.690 1.679
1.2 0. 718 0. 746 0. 947 0. 974 l. 398 l. 390
1.4 0, 527 0. 547 0. 715 0. 752 1.134 1, 145
1.6 0. 391 0.405 0.551 0. 567 0. 912 0. 930
1, 8 0. 290 0. 293 0. 429 0. 420 0. 744 0. 754
2. 0 0. 205 0.224 0. 328 0.321 0. 611 0. 605
2. 5 0. 093 0. 107 0. 175 0. 177 0. 366 0. 347
3.0 0. 046 O. 054 0. 117 0. 115 0. 228 0.222
3.5 0. 034 0. 027 O. 065 0. 076 0. 154 0. 158
4. 0 0. 027 0. 019 0. 030 0. 028 0. 094 0. 111
5. 0 0. 012 0, 010 0. 017 0. Oll 0. 047 0. 036 ~ ~ ~

Mo

1.066
1.052
1.012
0. 954
0. 876
0. 789
0. 700
0. 612
0. 527
0. 448
0. 382
0. 275
0. 195
0. 137
0. 098
0. 067
0. 027
0. 008

l. 065
l. 056
1.022
0. 964
0. 887
0. 797
0. 701
0.606
0. 516
0.437
0.369
0. 267
0, 197
0. 143
0. 101
0. 072
0. 037
0. 018

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Table II the results for N&, 0&, and Ne are given for
both silver and molybdenum radiation after the contri-

The effect of C(8s) on the data is much greater
than the base-line correction, which, under the
constant area restriction, resulted in less than I/p

corrections to the Compton peak. Further discus-
sion of the effect of experimental corrections on
the accuracy of the final results is deferred until
Sec. IV, in which the experimental results are pre-
sented.

Even though only results for the long-wavelength
side of the Compton profile will be given in this
work, the short-wavelength side in the region
q =0-2 was checked in each experiment to see if
the asymmetry expected from impulse-type correc-
tions was observed. In all cases the expected asym-
metry was observed. In Ne(Mo) the Is core elec-
trons which have an 887-eV binding energy can-
not contribute to the CP at q = -2 and thus a larger
asymmetry (20%) was expected and was, in fact,
observed.

In general the asymmetry is, of course, fairly
sensitive to the choice of q =0 which is in the IA
solely determined by the energy 5 function in Eq.
(2). Experimentally, the LiF crystal was calibrated
before and after each run to check the relationship
between the angular scale on the diffractometer and
the wavelength. The accuracy of that calibration
caused an uncertainty in q = 0 of + 0.02 a.u. or
about, ~ of the resolution half-width of the system.

Finally it should be noted that as shown in Fig.
2 the edges due to the 1s core electrons in N~ and

02 were observed.

TABLE III. Comparison between the average of the
silver and molybdenum experimental results for Ne with
calculations (Ref. 13) based on Clementi wave functions
(Ref. 9) t.'Hartree-Fock self-consistent field (HF-SCF) ]
and calculations performed by Hennecker (Ref. 14) using
wave functions in which non-Hartree-Fock correlations
havebeen included [multiconfiguration self-consistent field
(MC-SCF) ].

Ne expt. Ne (MC-SCF)

0 2, 582
0. 1 2. 574
0. 2 2. 558
0.3 2. 519
0. 4 2. 451
0.5 2. 359
0.6 2. 249
0. 7 2. 124
0. 8 1.986
0. 9 1.839
1.0 1.685
1.2 1.394
1.4 1.140
1.6 0. 921
1.8 0. 749
2, 0 0. 608
2. 5 0.355
3, 0 0.225
3.5 0. 156

0 0. 102
5. 0 0, 041

Ne (HF-SCF)

2, 548
2. 540
2. 515
2. 475
2.418
2. 335
2. 236
2, 120
1.990
1.855
1.715
1.435
1, 171
0. 953
0. 766
0.619
0.355
0.212
0. 132
0. 085
0. 040

2. 565
2. 557
2. 533
2.491
2. 429
2. 347
2.246
2. 127
l. 996
1.856
1.712
l.429
1.170
0. 947
0. 761
0.610
0.355
0.212
0. 132
0. 085
0. 039

butions of the impulse-corrected 1s core electrons
have been subtracted. As one can see, the agree-
ment between the silver and molybdenum results
are quite good which strongly suggests that the IA
is valid for the 2s and 2P electrons in those sys-
tems on the long-wavelength side of the Compton
profile. Apart from systematic effects which will
be discussed shortly, the agreement also indicates
that the form of the experimental corrections is
correct. For completeness, we have also included
in Table II the results for helium gas using silver
and molybdenum radiation.

In Table III are given the theoretical Compton
profile' for Ne calculated from Clementi' wave
functions and also a calculation by W. H. Henne-
ker" in which an attempt was made to include non-
Hartree-Fock correlation effects. For comparison,
the average of the silver and molybdenum experi-
mental results is also given in Table III. The er-
rors shown just represent the statistical uncertain-
ty. The experimental results are seen to agree
better with the correlated results than with the
pure Hartree-Fock calculations based on Clementi
wave functions.

A comparison of the noncorrelated, correlated,
and experimental results would suggest that larger
correlation effects would produce even better agree-
ment between the theory and the experiment. This
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TABLE jU. Comparison between the average of the
silver and molybdenum experiments for O~ and N2 with
the results calculated from Clement (Ref. 9) wave func-
tions for N and 0 atoms. The ls core has been subtract-
ed from both and the experimentsl results have been
normalized to 5 electrons for N2 and 6 electrons for
O& in order to facilitate the comparison with the atomic
results.

0
0. 1
0. 2

0, 3
0.4
0. 5
0. 6
0. 7
0. 8
0. 9
1.0
1.2
1.4
1, 6
1, 8

2. 0
2. 5

3. 0
3.5
4. 0
5. 0

N2 expt.

2. 403+1Vo

2. 378
2, 311
2. 203
2. 058
l. 887
1.703
1.510
1.328
1.156
0. 996~%
0. 732
0. 537
0. 398
0.291
0.215+6%
0. 100
0. 050+10%
0. 030
0. 023
0. 011

N theor. 02 expt.

2. 536
2. 512
2.438
2. 319
2. 160
1.969
l. 761
1.547
1.338
1.143
0. 967
0.680
O. 474
0.331
0.235
O. 170
0. 083
0, 047
0. 029
0. 019
0. 010

2. 432+1%
2. 419
2. 378
2, 307
2. 204
2. 076
l. 927
1, 764
1.593
l. 432
1.258y2%
0. 960
0. 733
0. 560
0.424
0. 324+6/p
0. 176
0. 116~10%
0. 070
0. 029
0, 014

0 theor.

2, 548
2. 532
2. 484
2. 404
2. 290
2. 148
1.995
1.806
l. 622
1.440
1.216
0. 959
0. 714
0. 543
0.392
0.293
0. 150
0. 084
0. 051
0. 033
O. 015

is, in fact, expected since the correlated calcula-
tion only accounted for 60% of the correlation en-
ergy.

In Table IV are given the average of the experi-
mental results for Nz and 0& with the impulse cor-
rected 1s core electron's contribution subtracted
and the CP normalized to 2 per electron. The
Compton profile calculated' from Clementi wave
functions for atomic nitrogen and oxygen is also
given in Table IV for comparison.

The first-order effect of molecular binding on
the 2P electrons in N2 and 0& is to increase their
spacial localization. In momentum space, this
is equivalent to increasing the amount of high-mo-
mentum components and thus creating a broader,
flatter Compton profile. As seen from Table IV,
the experimentally observed CP for the molecule
is broader and flatter than the CP calculated for
the atomic systems. Calculations'" for molec-
ular nitrogen and oxygen have been performed in
which Hartree-Fock accuracy was achieved. Those
results agree much better with the experimental
results than the atomic calculations. As previously
pointed out, ' the comparison of the experimental re-
sults with theoretical calculations which utilize
different approximations resulted in the conclusion
that extreme care must be exercised in relying

on molecular calculations which have not achieved
Hartree-Fock accuracy. A comparison of Table
IV of this paper with Table I of Ref. 3 quantitatively
shows that the atonzic calculations for N2 and 0,
are almost as accurate as the approximate molec-
ular calculations. More details concerning the
various theoretical calculations can be found in
Ref. 15. Cooper and Williams' have recently re-
ported some measurements on liquid nitrogen in
which the deviation from atomic calculations is
also observed. However, no quantitative results
were given so a comparison with this work is im-
possible. In addition, no impulse corrections were
made for the 1s electrons.

The determination of the magnitude of nonstatis-
tical uncertainties is very difficult. Possible
sources of error lie in the impulse treatment of the
1s core electrons, resolution corrections, the vari-
ation of C(es), and the background subtraction. The
first two are thought to be small in this work and
should not make a sizable contribution to the uncer-
tainty. If the LiF crystal was not reflecting as a
perfect mosaic crystal as assumed in the calcula-
tions, then the C(8s) would be changed considerably
which as illustrated in Fig. 4 would result in a
change in the Compton profile. Experimental tests
as to the nature of the reflection of the LiF analyz-
ing crystal strongly suggest that it is, to a good
approximation, reflecting as a perfect mosaic crys-
tal. A background subtraction is always difficult
and in this case the difficulty is increased by the
inability to measure a background without the pres-
ence of the Compton peak.

All the above effects except the resolution correc-
tion will be largest in the tails of the Compton pro-
file and thus should have their major effects on the
experimental results in the region q = 2. 5-5. For
example, at q = 4 in nitrogen the 2s and 2p electrons
only contribute about 4% of the measured intensity,
the other S6% coming from the sloping background
and the ls electrons. Thus a 4% error in the sub-

traction of the background and the 1s contribution
would result in a 100% error in the measured core-
subtracted CP. The errors in the tail of the CP
only effect the over-all curve if the error introduced
is systematic (too high or too low as opposed to a
random uncertainty). For example, in Nz and 02
there is some indication that the experimental val-
ues in the region q =2. 5-5 are too high. This
would cause the values in the region q =0-2. 5 to be
too small because of the constant area restriction
imposed by the normalization conditions. For
some cases then it might prove useful when com-
paring the experimental results with theoretical
calculations to fit the two at q = 0 and then compare
the variation away from q = 0.

At the present time, however, any further evalua-
tion of possible systematic experimental errors
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is prohibited by the lack of accurate theoretical
Compton profiles. Judging from the work on
neon, however, it would seem that the C P measure-
ments presently offer a real testing ground for
molecular and solid state wavefunctions. Prom the
comparisons with theory already made for N~ and

Q~, it would seem that the Compton profile could
become a testing ground for the various approxi-
mate schemes used to calculate complex ma.ny-

electron systems. Towards this end, work is al-
ready in progress to test various approximate
schemes including the bond-additivity concept for
hydrocarbons.
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The theory of Eggarter and Cohen for the mobility edge of electrons in dense helium gas is
used to perform calculations. The experimental low-field mobility is reproduced over its
five-order-of-magnitude range as a function of gas density. The recently measured tempera-
ture dependence (4—20 'K) is also obtained. The low-field Hall mobility is calculated. Finally,
modifications are introduced to yield the electric field dependence of the drift velocity, which
is also found to be in good agreement with the experimental measurements.

The recent theoretical work of Eggarter and
Cohen' (EC) is used to calculate the drift velocity
of electrons in dense helium gas, in the neighbor-
hood of the mobility edge. The purpose of this pa-
per is to show that, within the context of the EC the-
ory, it is possible to account for the drift velocity
of electrons over a substantial helium density range,
as EC have already shown, and also over a substan-
tial temperature range. Also the theory can be ex-
tended to account for the effects of non-negligible
electric field strengths.

In their letter, EC calculated the zero-field mo-
bility of electrons in helium gas with densities from
10"atoms/cm' to 25 x10" atoms/cm' at tempera-
tures of 3.65, 3.90, and 4. 19'K. This range of
density and temperature allowed comparison with
the data of Levine and Sanders. Recently, Harrison

and Springett' have performed measurements over
a substantially larger temperature range. Their
data are fairly extensive in the region 4. 2& T & 18.1
'K. It is possible to take the theory, without
change, and calculate the zero-field mobility over
this extended temperature range. It is found that
the parameters appropriate to 4 'K are not quite
appropriate at higher temperatures, but a, fit can
be found. The sensitivity of the theory to the param-
eters will be shown.

Further, using a theory of Cohen and Lekner,
suitably modified for this problem, the manifesta-
tion of the influence of non-negligible. electric fields
on the observed drift velocity of electrons can be
calculated. A comparison of the results with the
field-dependent data of Levine and Sanders shows
adequate agreement but emphasizes the fact that,


